
Nanophotonics and Metamaterials

I work in the fields of nanophotonics and metamaterials, and my research has theoretical, mod-

eling, and experimental facets. Nanophotonics and metamaterials have recently captured the imag-

ination of scientists and engineers around the world because of the exciting research opportunities

and the enormous application potential, from “arbitrarily” high image resolution using light (which
would revolutionize lithography, optical memory, and microscopy) to ultra-small signal processing
elements, such as a spectrometer having a dimension on the order of the wavelength that could be
built on a chip. Our contributions include: the theoretical analysis of the ultimate resolution of a
negative refractive index lens; new waveguide mechanisms and resonant field enhancement; the con-
ception and application of irregular field transformation structures, which offer important new de-
grees of freedom relative to periodic structures, including the realization of optical (and microwave)
devices; the theoretical prediction of a perfect lens material, along with a proposal to implement
a quantum dot system that would appear as a lossless “metal” and allow ultra-small optical mode
volumes; metal-insulator stacks that provide a convenient fabrication path to far sub-wavelength
imaging; and fundamental homogenization studies of metamaterials that address measurement and
convergence issues and related problems. My vision in the short-term is: to demonstrate the spectral
and image properties of a practical metal-insulator stack system, in particular, to investigate how
it performs as a sub-wavelength lens, as a spectrometer, and as a angle-independent anti-reflection
coating; to explore basic understanding of irregular field transformation structures for the control
of light, with a view to detector and source applications and implementation of special purpose
spectrometers; to design, build and test resonant gap nanoparticle systems that act as waveguides
and provide high resonant field enhancement; to pursue theoretical studies of “naturally” occurring
structures that exhibit important electrical and magnetic properties at optical frequencies, without
reliance on lithography. In brief, we are exploring fundamental properties of light in new materials

at small length scales and the incorporation of these concepts into new devices and systems.


